TOURISM SERVICES IN SHOMRON
The shepherd, who is 78, has a fascinating
life story and welcomes groups from Israel
and abroad (Hebrew/English) to share his
story with them.
052-6071690

Hatsrif Shel Tamari - Havat Yair N/5
Pampering wooden cabins facing a
breathtaking view. Suitable for couples
and families. Heated pool. Jacuzzi with
a picture window. Breakfast available by
advance order. 052-4653942.

Blessing on the Mountain - Har Brakha M/10
Got a craving for a good glass of wine and
great food? Come to the summit of Mt.
Grizim and enjoy the dining experience at
the new Har Brakha Winery Visitors Center,
where the best traditions of food and wine
come together. Reservations required.
052-8070798

Omega Almagor - Havot Ya’ir N/5

The only Jewish Israeli hotel in the heart
of Shomron, surrounded by biblical lands,
with a pool, charming waterfalls and
ornate event halls.
03-9366841

My Hero Brother - near Shomron
IDF regional base M/10

Mix with the local experience of flavors.
Separate meat and dairy sections, with
all the trimmings. Meals for groups with
advance arrangement. 02-9401112

Original designs by artist Irit Galmor and
beautiful works by other Israeli artists.
Located in the Revava Commercial Center.
054-7780770

Café-restaurant in a quaint stone house
with a charming view of the surrounding
hills. Open Fridays 9:00-13:00. Events and
group visits with advance arrangement.
054-3168869

Etzel Rachel Bahatser - Elon More K/11
Meat restaurant in the center of Elon
More. Delicious home style cuisine.
Options for events up to 50 people.
Strictly kosher. Open Sun., Tue., Thu.
18:00-22:00. 054-5346044

Among the Flowers - Kedumim L/7

Burger Time - Yakir N/10

Varied menu of burgers and more.
Open Sun.-Thu. 16:00 - midnight
050-2380119

Hasneh - Canaanite hummus bar Kedumim L/7

Dairy restaurant with unique décor.
Intimate dining atmosphere. Treat yourself
to good food and pleasant surroundings.
Kosher. 03-6499415
Best falafel in Shomron! Fantastic flavor.
Open Mondays and Tuesdays from 12:00
noon.
052-7268899
Meat restaurant in the Barkan pool
compound. Fresh, tasty cuisine.
Kosher
03-9060444
Unique atmosphere in quiet surroundings.
The best of Israeli agricultural produce.
Adjacent to second-hand boutique of
clothing from the U.S.
050-7728489

Reproductions of biblical scenes and a large
model of the tabernacle. An experience not to
be missed. 03-9067859, 03-9366841

Kabir Winery - Elon More K/11

Berosh Hahar - Nofim N/5

Visitors center with a breathtaking view
of the vineyards. Wine tasting and guided
tours of the winery. Coffee and cake. Dairy
or meat meals by advance arrangement.
052-7966638

Dreamy holiday and recreation site with
large villa for families or couples. Huge
swimming pool and sports area. Can also
be used for events for up to 50 people.
053-7349542

A family winery located in an almond farm, facing
breathtaking landscape.
Visitors can purchase wines and liqueurs and tour
the farm. 054-4616302

Complementary medicine center and
guest houses in a quiet, picturesque
landscape. Natural therapies on site. Rich
rural style meals. Huge swimming pool –
everything you need for natural healing
and dreamlike peace and quiet!
058-4041043

Tom Winery - Givat Arnon, Itamar N/12

High quality wines, made from grapes from the
adjacent vineyard. Selection of fine wines. Wine
and (locally35°21'
made) cheese tasting by advance
arrangement for additional fee.
052-7390764

35°20'

Bake shop. Dairy catering. Baking and
chocolate workshops for families and groups
by advance arrangement. Whipped cream
cakes, mousse cakes and cheese cakes. Baked
goods for Shabbat. All handmade from the
highest quality ingredients, with
a personal touch.
Strictly kosher. 052-3003949

Bishvilenu Tours - Tal Menashe C/7

Hanekuda Hakafrit – Itamar N/11

Midreshet Hare Gofna - Neve Tsuf K/6

35°22'

Benyo Lookout M/12

A center that specializes in tours and
activities in northern Shomron for any
type of group, from seasoned hikers to
lookout enthusiasts and those looking
for an authentic local experience lovers.
Customized tours for every interest.
054-6634664, 04-6662333

Agricultural tourism: rural accommodations,
guided tours, workshops, logistics and
food services for group tours. Petting zoo,
hospitality tent, visitors center and store with
the best of the local produce. By advance
arrangement. 052-3003523
Kedumim Ranch Extreme Sports Center - Kedumim L/7
Activities for all ages: horseback riding, 12-meter climbing
wall, zip line, paintball, ODT activities, bouncing apparatus.
052-6826223, 09-7746953

Nachala Winery - Elon More K/11

Yitzhar Natural Medicine Center N/9

Built in 2017, this site offers a panoramic view of the Sharon region to
the west, all the way to the sea, and Mt. Gerizim to the northeast. Directly
below is a wonderful orchard of Mediterranean trees and plants, tended by
local resident Amir Shemesh. Beside the lookout is a small but constantly
growing zoo that is popular among families with small children. A new
path leads from the lookout to Havot Ya’ir, with several water cisterns,
shaded areas and rest spots along the way. See the trails table for further
details.

Educational and pleasure tours, seminars and
conferences throughout Shomron and the
Jordan Valley. Guest house and audio-visual
presentation on northern Shomron.
09-8841359

Einav’s Patisserie - Elon More L/12

Family winery whose wines are made
with exceptional care, with grapes from
vineyards planted in Har Bracha. Tura’s
wines have won prestigious awards in
Israel and around the world. Visitors center
for learning about the wine-making
process and tasting the wines. 02-6508882, 052-7966613

Revava Lookout O/16

Shomron Tour and Study Center Shave Shomron J/7

Horse ranch for pleasure and therapeutic
riding. Horseback tours with horses for adults
and ponies for children in the beautiful
Shomron landscape. Rural atmosphere
events just a short drive from the city.
054-5550185

Tura Winery - Rehelim P/9

Pninat HaShomron guest house Har Brakha M/9,10
Guest house with breathtaking view.
Function halls. Event hosting. 60 airconditioned rooms for up to 400 guests.
Open for groups, conferences and other
events on weekdays and weekends. For
further details and reservations 02-9972614

TOURING AND HOSPITALITY CENTERS

Hava Bakfar - Ma’ale Shomron N/4

Boutique winery beside vineyards, planted in Har Bracha in
1998. Tours of the vineyards and winery available by advance
arrangement. Wheelchair accessible.
052-5775156

At the entrance to Sal’it. Named in memory of Hadar Goldin. In the Roman
period this hilltop (263 meters) was a command post that controlled the
road below, which stretched from the coastal city of Apollonia to Shechem.
Archeological findings include olive and wine presses – typical agricultural
installations that are common in this region. The many terraces along the
hillside are also evidence of the farming life of the people who lived here
in the distant past.

A creative Beit Midrash in which students
research and experience hands-on all the
halakhot of weaving for the Beit Hamikdash.
Workshops in processing, dyeing and
weaving. 050-3337385

A small park (1/4 acre) beside Elon
More, with a lookout in its center,
surrounded by picnic tables, a telescope mounted on a stone stand and
an audio explanation of the view in
Hebrew and English. Named after
Ben-Yosef (“Benyo”) Livnat, who was
killed by PA policemen during a visit
to Yosef’s Tomb.

Connecting visitors with the Shomron region.
A wide variety of activities, including tours,
conventions, fairs, lectures, workshops and
special events tailored to the needs of all
types of groups.
02-6568894
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Behind us is the Arab village of Salim, which perhaps
preserves the name Shalem that is mentioned in the verse,
“And Jacob came to Shalem, a city of Shechem” (Genesis
33:18). Beside Salim is a round dome called Ras Tabur, and
could be the site mentioned in the story of Avimelech, “Here
the people are coming down from Tabur in the land (Judges
9:37). Behind us is Bet Dagan, whose32°11'
name means “house of
grain,” and is reminiscent of the surrounding crops.
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This park, named after its fascinating
geological formations, contains a
series of ancient quarries and pools,
apparently from the Byzantine era.
It has ornamental pools, children’s
wading pools and shaded areas.
Access is via Kedumim.
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Nahal Kana is one of the largest rivers in Shomron, flows westward
out of Mt. Gerizim and, like Nahal Shilo, is one of the tributaries of
the Yarkon River.
35°5'
The deep valley here became the natural boundary between the tribal
lands of Efrayim and Menashe – “The border goes south from Nahal
Kana…Efrayim to the south and Menashe to the north” (Joshua 17:910). Interestingly, the ancient Hebrew name was preserved in the
Arabic name, which is Wadi Kana even today.
The river meanders through the hard limestone and there are small
springs along the riverbed all year long (En al-Nawitar, En el-Makudiya,
En al-Jusa, En Hawara, En al-Betsa, En Hawar and En Tanur).
The water flows along the riverbed and alternately disappears under
layers of gravel and silt or collects in small, deep pools, even in the
summer.
Large tracts of the Nahal Kana reserve have been protected forests since
British Mandate days, and the dense groves of trees and shrubs can be
difficult to walk through.
Lush vegetation grows along the banks of the riverbed, with abundant
water plants and Mediterranean shrubbery, common oak and Israeli
pistacia, although these trees are gradually being replaces by park trees
such as common carob and mastic (pistacia lentiscus).

N/5

Many animals live in the forest, and you might see flocks of gazelles,
wild boars and common foxes. Recently martens, a rare rodent in
these parts, have also been spotted.
35°6'Birds of prey such as the rare
dragonshawk eagle and circaetus hawk nest in the trees.
Near the springs along the riverbed are the ruins of ancient villages and
fortresses, as well as cultivated fields and orchards.
Until not long ago Nahal Kana was very polluted, as the sewage
from nearby villages was untreated. Recently, however, following a
rehabilitation and waste water purification project, the water is clear
and clean again.
Unique geological and geomorphological phenomena also make this
nature reserve special.
All along Nahal Kana are blue trail markings. The path starts at the Karne
Shomron cemetery and goes through the nature reserve gate down to
the riverbed. Follow the blue markings to the large spring – En Fuara.
There are grassy areas under eucalyptus trees where you can sit and
enjoy the clear water. A gently sloping trail leads up to Yakir.
There is also a gravel road alongside the riverbed with an entrance from
the road between Yakir and Imanuel.
The trail is easy and suitable for families with young children.
Nearby sites include the Shehada ruins and Havot Yair farm.
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Assaf Arazi

050-3515341

Hebrew

Yishai Ben Paz

052-3285260 Hebrew

Arie Katzir

054-2341655

Hebrew, English

Batya Sela

052-3115443

Hebrew, English

English
Israel Ben Aryeh 052-7203323 Hebrew,
Russian, Lithuanian

Gili Levinger

052-5665701

Hebrew

Gershon Portnoy

058-5797367

Hebrew, English

David Itzik

052-3003523

Hebrew

Varda Asif Haver

050-5374014

Hebrew

Duby Nevo

050-8289545

Israel Muskal

050-6389929

Kuti Ben David

052-8990247 Hebrew, English

Miki Bar Neder

050-7768141 Hebrew, English

Nati Israeli

052-5666491 Hebrew

Ran Silberman

052-3285260 Hebrew, English
1 km

Japanese,
Hebrew, English

Sara Matalon

English,
054-7766350 Hebrew,
Spanish

Hebrew

Moshe Ben Baruch 052-3985950 Hebrew, English
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Mt. Kabir to Kfir Spring
Peduel to Deir Qala
Atlantic Pistacia (HaElaot) Reserve
Shave Shomron to Sebastiya
train station

K,L/11,12 Yeshivat Elon More
Western gate of Peduel
Q/3
Sne
Hill
M/10
0
30Ya’akov

Want to join the Shomron
Tour Guides Forum? A great group of
Shomron tour guides who feel it is very
important to promote tourism in the
Shomron and works toward realizing this
goal. If you are a like-minded tour guide,
your place is with us.

For details:
David Itzik 052-3003523

Trail Name

Blustein Maps and More Ltd.

English Version: Miryam Blum
Photos: Nati Yisraeli, Gidon Sharon, Ishai Hazani,
Netanel Elinson, Peter Stefanski, Uri Horowitz,
Yad L’Shiryon Archive, Dvir Raviv, Ziv Reinstein,
Shahar Cohen, Daniel Malihi, Havat Yair,
Asher Koralak, Hagi Huberman, Peduel,
Yair Elmakias, Zev Rothcaf, Dubi Nevo, Yehezkel
Blumstein, Tsalmiri, Yael Shilo, Avi Yakov and
Tayaranei HaShomron

SHOMRON TOUR
AND STUDY
CENTER
In the majestic Shomron hills, between
Sebastiya and Mt. Eval, sits a tour and study
center that has been leading groups of all
ages on guided tours and seminars in the
Shomron for over 30 years. The center has
guest rooms surrounded by nature.
Tel: 09-8841623, 09-8841359
Fax: 09-8841618
MidShomron@gmail.com

Entrance
Gate

נעים
להכיר

-השומרון

SHOMRON
PLEASED TO
MEET YOU

Interested in a tour of ancient Shomron?
To Mt. Kabir or maybe Mt. Eval? Want to
see Joseph’s Tomb or even visit there?
Organized tours for groups and
attractive, subsidized prices.
Tel: 054-6649019
Shiraeagle@gmail.com

J/7

Starting Point

Shave Shomron gate

Location
on Map

PEDU’EL

Start & End

A unique site that overlooks most of inland and coastal
Israel, including the blue line of the Mediterranean:
from Ashkelon and Ashdod in the south to Modi’in, BenGurion Airport, Tel Aviv and the Dan and Sharon regions,
all the way to the Carmel ridge and Haifa in the north.
A special lookout has been built here, with telescopes
that visitors can use free of charge. A circular marked
trail leads to the impressive Deir Qala fortress and back.
Opening hours
Sun.-Thu.: 8:00-20:00, Fri. and holiday eves: 8:00-17:00.
Shabbat and holidays: 10:00-20:00 (Please note: On
Shabbat and holidays the gate is closed. Park outside
and enter on foot).
Directions: The Israel’s Lookout is in Peduel, in western
Shomron. Waze: Peduel.
What’s there?
This site includes Deir Qala, an impressive Byzantine
fortress described in 1873 as “the most beautiful and
best preserved of the ruined monasteries in Israel.” The
fortress was used as an agricultural farm and a watch
tower. The quarry from which the stones were hewn is
still clearly visible, as well as a moat and water cisterns,
colorful mosaic floors, and the remains of an olive press
and wine-pressing floor. The walls of the fortress rise to
a height of 8 meters. Beneath the fortress is the cave

Length of
Trail

Color Of Markings
Along the Trail

Notes

Elon More gate
Western gate of Peduel
Amasa Spring

2 km
1 km
3 km

Black and green
Black
None

Breathtaking view toward Tirtsa Valley
Breathtaking view of coastal plain and Dan region
Wading pool for children. Ancient Atlantic Pistachia trees

Masudiya train station in
Sabastiya

0.5 km

Black

Remains of old Turkish train station.

Starting Point

Ending Point

Length of
Trail

Color Of Markings
Along the Trail

Notes

8 km

Green and red

Along the trail: springs, ancient ruins and breathtaking
landscape

6 km

Black

Part of trail passes through firing range
Breathtaking view of Nahal Shilo. Ruins of Yeravam ben
Navat’s city
Interesting archeological site. Ruins of Hasmonean fortress and Avimelech’s city.

Q/5

Revava gate

Arnon Hill circular trail

N/12

Arnon Hill entrance,
Itamar

Karnei Shomron cemetery
Arnon Hill entrance,
Itamar

HaTsreda

Q/3

Peduel gate

Route 446 (Nahal Shilo)

5 km

Red

Tel Aroma

N/11

Eastern gate of Itamar

Alumot Hill, Itamar

6 km

Black
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Location
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Starting Point

Ending Point

Length of
Trail

Color Of Markings
Along the Trail

Notes

Elon More - Itamar

K/11

Elon More gate

Itamar gate

18 km

Blue until Alon Hwy.
Red from Alon Hwy.
to Itamar

Trail goes through firing range. Requires coordination
with IDF Shomron region brigade.

Nahal Kana

N/5

Havat Yair gate

Tel Dotan

12 km

Black and blue

Tel Dotan

E/7

Mevo Dotan gate

Tel Dotan

3 km

None

Highly recommended in the spring. Flowing springs and
beautiful landscapes.
Requires coordination with IDF Menashe region brigade.

Prepared by Elisheva Malachi - Shomron Tour and Study Center
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used by the monks, and “Fortress Trail” leads from there Deir
Saman. A circular path only a few hundred meters long leads
from and back to the lookout. The view from almost every
0at this site is simply breathtaking, and we haven’t said
point
30 00
3
anything
yet about the sunsets, which are among the most
beautiful in the country.
Other nearby sites:
At the other end of Fortress Trail - about a 90-minute hike
- is Deir Saman fortress, near the community of Leshem.
That fortress is a massive compound with the ruins of many
rooms and adjacent houses, connected to one another with
narrow streets. The ruin is one of the largest Byzantine farms
in Shomron and is amazingly well preserved. In the winter
months the cistern fills with rain water.
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JNF
Park

TRAILS FOR FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN

SHOMRON TOURISM

Shomron emergency hotline – 1208
Regional security officer – Yehonatan Simhi 03-9061115
Central Shomron security officer – Hagi Yehoshua 03-9061115
North Shomron security officer – Eli Mualem 03-9061115
Mountain ridge security officer –
Yeshayahu ben Pinhas 02-5482120
Israel Police – 100
Magen David Adom – 101
Fire Department – 102
Coordination of trips to ancient Shomron (Sebastia) and Joshua’s
altar on Mr. Eval – Shomron Tour and Study Center – 09-8841359
Coordination of trips – situation room –
nature hike hotline 02-6223360
Shomron Municipal Environmental Associations – 03-9367135
Parks and Nature Authority, Shomron Education and Advocacy
Center, Judea and Samaria District: 09-9539222
Shomron Tourism (office) 03-9066402

CROSS SHOMRON
HIGHWAY

HIKING AND ROAD TRAILS IN SHOMRON

Shomron Tourism

ESSENTIAL PHONE NUMBERS
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446

OUR TOUR GUIDES, FOR A FUN TOUR OF THE SHOMRON
32°28'
054-4206705

For further details and to arrange a visit:
Shomron Tour and Study Center – 09-8841359
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track from the Ottoman and British Mandate periods and the world wars.
In the 1970s, the first group of settlers who later established Elon More
lived in the station compound, in preparation for the establishment of the
first Jewish community in Shomron in the modern era. The determination
of the settlers led to the founding of Elon More, later renamed Kedumim,
and its success marked the beginning of the establishment of many
settlements throughout the Yehuda, Shomron and Binyamin regions.
Thus this train station became a symbol of Zionist determination and
dedication to renewed settlement of this area.

ISRAEL'S LOOKOUT (ISRAEL BALCONY)

35°9'

490

Eyal Rothschild

SABASTIYA
Church
& Mosque

Kings of Israel
Palace
Columns Rd.

Shomron National Park is one of the most important tourism sites in
Israel. It was here that Omri, king of Israel, built his new capital city –
Shomron. Here his son Ahab reigned, and it was here that the prophets
Eliahu and Elisha prophesied.
There is a breathtaking lookout toward Mt. Eval and Homesh ridge,
Netanya and the Sharon region, the Kedumim ridge and beyond.
The upper part of the park has an impressive ancient wall and the
palace of the kings of Israel, whose great wealth was evident from the
archeological findings. After the kingdom was destroyed in 721 BCE,
the ten tribes were expelled and gentiles were brought in from faraway
places to resettle the land. These newcomers adopted some of the Jewish
customs and today their descendants are known as the Samaritans. King
Herod rebuilt the city and changed its name to Sabastiya (the Greek
equivalent of Augustus), in honor of Caesar Augustus. The remains of the
stadium, the temple to Augustus and other buildings from that period
are still visible today. In 200 CE Sabastiya became a regional capital and
a Roman forum, basilica and colonnaded street were added. Today the
nearby Arab village of Sabastiya preserves the name of the ancient city.
Visits to the site require coordination with the IDF. About once a week
groups can come here and private vehicles are permitted to enter free of
charge during the intermediate days of Pesach and Sukkot.
For further details, and to confirm arrangements:
Shomron Tour and Study Center – 09-8841359
Nearby is the historic Sabastiya (Masudiya) train station
The Shomron train station at Sabastiya is an important historical site, as it
is a unique showcase of chapters from modern Zionist history: the return
to Sabastiya, the new settlement on the mountain, and the historic train

Nearby sites: Um Rehan ruins, a Second Temple period archeological site.
Natural forest with an easy, scenic trail. Al-Ahwat, a site that Prof. Zertal
identifies as Haroshet Hagoyim, the home town of Sisera (Judges 4:16).
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Mandatory Train

An easy trail wends its way among the groves of local Mediterranean
trees: laurel, strawberry, kermes oak, buckthorn, etc. In the spring the
ground is covered with flowers, including tulips and orchids!
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HaShomron
Regional
Council
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KAZIR

DEIR ISTIYA

35°22'
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200
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Lookout

KIRYAT
NETAFIM

Also called Itamar Range; a series of
hills extending some 13 kilometers
above and east of Itamar. Several
tourist sites have been built along
the range, as part of the upper
neighborhoods and farms of
Itamar: Givat Olam, Hanekuda,
Givat Yanuah, Har Gidon, Alumot
and Givat Arnon. The scenic
lookouts include: Three Seas Lookout, Matan Lookout, named after
Matan Zagron and Gidonim Lookout. A tomb marker in the center of the
range is identified with the judge Gideon. The eastern part of the range
overlooks Sartaba to the southeast, in the Jordan Valley. This part of the
range also has many outcroppings of basalt rock, leading researchers
to believe this site was once an active volcano. Ma’ayan Iris Hashomron,
a man-made spring at the eastern exit of the lower neighborhoods of
Itamar, attracts many tourists who enjoy the water and the view.
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A-Samra
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Havat Ma’oz Tsvi E/7

Agricultural farm north of Mevo Dotan. Popular tourist site thanks to the
breathtaking lookouts in various directions: east toward Bor Yosef and
Emek Dotan, and west toward the coastal plain, and thanks to the artist
gallery that displays the works of the local artists. Access is via Mevo Dotan.

555

Hidden in northern Shomron is the unique nature reserve of Rehan
Forest, whose name comes from the laurel tree – rehan in Arabic – one
of the trees that grow here. There used to be more trees here, but they
35°7'
were cut down
to make coal. We can climb the forest ranger’s tower for a
lookout over the entire area: Mt. Eval and its ridges to the south, Mt. Amir
to the north and the Carmel ridge and Israel’s coastal region to the west.
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Fardusi
Ruins

Kana
Cave

A large pit on a hillside just to the north of Yitshar. Home to hundreds
of birds of various species, including pigeons, crows and rock sparrows.
The official name of this site is Kamin Hasif, and the most amazing
sight here is the return of the many birds to their nests during the hour
before sunset, as they seem to free-fall into the pit.
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LAQIF

Hurvat Tsreda Q/4

An antiquities site at the summit of Mt.
Gerizim in Shomron, with impressive
remains of Samaritan temples from the
Persian and Hellenist periods. After the
construction of the Second Temple in
Jerusalem, this compound became the
holiest site for Samaritans who built a
temple that was an exact replica of the one in Jerusalem.
National Park entrance fee and opening hours.

SALIM

0

At the end of a marked trail that
starts in Peduel are the ruins of a
city dated to the Israelite Kingdom
period, with cisterns and a water
drainage system that brings
the rain from the surrounding
cliffs into the cisterns. This was
apparently the city of Yerovam ben Navat, the first king of the divided
kingdom (late 10th century BCE).

Clearly visible from the Trans-Shomron Highway. Impressive Byzantine
burial caves, including some hewn out of the bedrock and with reliefs
carved in the walls. There are also five cisterns and the remains of a
Byzantine church with columns and mosaics. Access via Brukhin.

Mount Gerizim National Park M/10

ITAMAR

HaElot Reserve

700

km.

Inside the community of Leshem. Ruins
mainly from the Byzantine period (4th7th century CE) apart from the arched
structure at the top of the tel. A veritable
paradise for archeology enthusiasts, with
a huge threshing floor, impressive pressing floors, cisterns, a church,
large olive press, and most beautiful of all – though hidden from plain
sight – is a pool of arches that is full of clear water until the end of the
summer. You’d never find it if you didn’t know it was there.

Hamad Ruins P/5

t Wall

(Atlantic Pistacia)

0

5554

09-8841359. See also enlarged map.

Ancien
Amsha
Spring

BURIN

32°10'

PORAT YOSEF

Ruins of the ancient industrial zone of Barkan. Impressive archeological
findings hewn into the pale bedrock: three large water pools and one
smaller one, and a huge pressing floor considered one of the largest and
most beautiful in Israel. Pools hewn into the rock are typical of the western
Shomron, due mainly to the hard bedrock that is suitable for quarrying,
on the one hand, and the shortage of flowing springs, on the other.

700

Directly below us is the fertile Tirtsa Valley, where Nahal
Tirtsa flows. Tel el-Far’a (North) is the site of the biblical city
of Tirtsa, which served as the capital during the reign of
Yeravam ben Navat and was mentioned by King Solomon in
Song of Songs (6:1), “You are as beautiful, my love, as Tirtsa;
as lovely as Jerusalem.” Just north of Far’a is Tubas, which
preserves the biblical town of Tevets, where the rebellious
Avimelech, the son of Gideon, died after a woman through
a millstone at him (Judges 9:53).
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Al Orm Fortress N/11

On the summit of a hill south of Itamar. Apparently built by King
Alexander Yanai (a descendant of the Maccabees) on the ruins of
a biblical fortress. Alexander also built Alexandrion (Sartaba), part
of the fortifications built to defend the northern border of Judea.
Archaeological findings include 11 enormous cisterns, similar to those
found at Masada and Sartaba. The largest cistern could hold 3,000 cubic
meters of water. Access to the fortress is via a marked trail from Ma’ayan
Irus Hashomron.

High up on Mt. Gerizim, towering 880 meters above sea
level, this national park is among the most fascinating
sites in Israel, with remains of buildings from the Persian,
Hellenist and Byzantine periods. Josephus Flavius wrote
that the Samaritan temple built here was an exact replica
of the temple in Jerusalem (the one that stood for a few
hundred years before Herod enlarged and rebuilt it).
The Hasmonean King Yohanan Horkanos destroyed the
Samaritan temple in 111 BCE and it was never rebuilt. Still,
this compound remained the holiest site for Samaritans
and their synagogues were built facing it. In the 5th century
CE Emperor Zeno built a fortified compound with a massive
octagonal church in its center. Today visitors can see the
impressive archeological remains, enjoy the breathtaking
view and learn some of the history of this site. National
park entrance fee and opening hours.
Nearby sites: Yosef Lookout, with its view of the
city of
00
Shechem. The Samaritan500neighborhood with its 6sacrificial
sites, tehina factory and Samaritan Museum. Blessing on
the Mountain – visitors center, good food and fine wine.
The Atlantic pistacia nature reserve and for dessert - a dip
in Amsha Spring.
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En
Kfir

A site of national importance,
where historic Zionist events took
place - the return to Sabastiya
and the renewed settlement
on the mountain, alongside the
Zionist history from before the
establishment of the State: the
Turkish era rail line, World War I
and the British Mandate period.
The train station has become a symbol of determination and Zionist
settlement.
For details and to coordinate a visit - Shomron Tour and Study Center:

A Byzantine archeological site at the foot of Israel’s Balcony, near Peduel.
Remains of a church with an apse and an agricultural farm on the
ancient road from Antipater to Sabastiya. The watch tower found here
is evidence that the ancient residents also guarded the road below. The
strategic location of this site affords a view of the coastal plain and Dan
region. Nahal Shilo flows through the valley below.
See enlarged map for further details.

35°18'

Barrier

On clear days the amazing view of the landscape below N
gives you the feeling of being a bird in flight. The Hermon
ridge, the rows of hills in the Golan Heights, Mt. Cnaan, the
city of Tsfat and Nahal Amud, the Lower Galilee hills and
Nazareth, Mt. Tabor and the Gilboa ridge are a veritable feast
for the eyes. If we add the Gilead Mountains to the east and
the Mediterranean Sea to the west, we can actually see vast
areas of Israel from one border to the other.
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Sabastiya Train Station (Masudiya) J/7

ARCHAEOLOGY

Deir Qala Q/3

This recently upgraded swimming
site is at the entrance to Havot Ya’ir,
an agricultural and tourist farm.
Tourists come here to be near Nahal
Kana and the Shhada ruins and to
enjoy the pools themselves and the
amazing view from every corner.
There are two shallow pools, shaded
picnic tables and a beautiful view in the large parking area that can
accommodate buses.

(Nebi Ismail)

NAHALAT
YOSEF

www.mapotveod.com

We walk northward on a wide path until we reach the
summit, where there are several telescopes for our viewing
pleasure. The structure in the center is called Sheikh Bilal,
Mohammed’s muezzin, according to Muslim tradition.
Down the trail to the north600is the Luntz lookout. Yosef Luntz,
the military governor of the Shechem region in the 1970s.
The ceremony dedicating this site was attended by both
Jews and Arabs.

IM

Shomron
Irus

600

Ruins of the ancient capital of
the kingdom of Israel and the
magnificent remains of Sabastiya
- the city established by Herod
(late 1st century BCE) and which
became one of the most important
cities in Israel in the Roman period.
Shomron (Sabastiya) is a national
park covering about 180 acres. Visit require coordination with the IDF.
See the trails table for further details.

Deir Sam’an Q/3,4

Tsenirim Park L/7

SAMARITANS
NEIGH.

UM

Industrial
Zone

K/11

KD

Entrance
Gate

Above Salim is the Itamar ridge, where several settlements
have been built, and to the west is the Grizim ridge. Too its
right is Eval ridge, with Mt. Eval, the highest point in the
Shomron (940m) and the city of Shechem in the valley.

Ancient Shomron - Sabastiya J/7

Archaeology Professor Adam Zertal identified this area as Arubot
during the First Temple period and as the town of Narbata during the
Second Temple. The northern side of the hill has four enormous cisterns,
built in the same style as those in Herod’s palaces. This town was also
known as Arbata and the surrounding walls that we can see are from
the Hellenist-Roman period. The town was deserted and surrendered
during the Great Revolt (66-70 CE). The ruins of many buildings were
found at top of the tel and the remains of a large pit show us the
geological nature of this area, specifically the layer of chalk that forms
the top layer. The hike to this is via the road from Hermesh and requires
coordination with the IDF.

Gatot Barkan (Barkan Press) P/5
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At the foot of Mt. Kabir, near Elon
More, this beautiful spring gushes
out of the depths of the mountain.
A wading pool with shaded areas,
picnic tables and parking space
were built here in memory of Kfir
Hezi of Elon More, who was killed in
Lebanon. A unique activity at this site
is a walk through the water to the
spring via an ancient aqueduct on the other side of the road.

600

Har Kabir
600

Let’s start with the southern lookout point. From here we
can see the outskirts of Shechem and the surrounding
ridges and valleys. Below us is the community of Elon More,
whose founding settlers called their group Elon MoreShechem. The source of this name is from Genesis (12:6),
32°12'
“And Abraham passed through the land until he came to
the place Shechem, to the terebinth of More,” meaning the
plateau that shows the way. The settlers’ vision was to renew
the Jewish settlement of this region. After many attempts
at various sites, the community settled on the Kabir ridge.

Narbata - El Hammam Ruins F/6

.
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20

765
Mt. Kabir
Outlook

Shekh Bilad

A Muslim tomb in a nature reserve inside Yitshar. According to Muslim
tradition Salman was Mohammed’s barber. One of the most impressive
lookouts in Shomron, with a 360-degree view of the Shomron and
Binyamin hills, the coastal plain and the Jordan Valley.

This artificial spring, named in
memory of Eyal Yifrach, overlooks the
green hills of Shomron and is built
in the shape of a deer. Located to
the right of the entrance to Rehelim,
this site has picnic tables and shaded
grassy areas.

MOUNT GERIZIM NATIONAL PARK

ic Rd

30
0

Eastern
Lookout

The remains of a Samaritan village (built on Roman ruins), with
impressive findings showing Samaritan customs. The synagogue faces
Mt. Gerizim and still has the original benches built into the walls. There
are also the remains of a mosaic floor and two columns, a cistern and a
mikve (separate from the cistern, unlike in Jewish custom), several burial
caves, the city gate – with its prominent lintel – and other public and
private buildings. Most of the mosaics have been removed and taken
to the Good Samaritan Museum. Access is by car, to the foot of the site,
turning north from the main road between Enav and Avne Hefets.

Scen

Ancient
Oil Press

The Kabir ridge is one of four ridges that surround the
city of Shechem (Nablus). The name Kabir is derived from
the Arabic, and means mighty, and the ridge indeed rises
above and dominates the area.

Samara Ruins J/5

Sheikh Salman al Farisi - Alone Yitshar Reserve N/9

Ma’ayan Eyal in Rehelim
P/9

35°17'

Yosef
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A-Ras

Location on map

To Har Brakha

Northern
Lookout

At the foot of Mt Gerizim, surrounded
by orchards, Amsha spring flows
into three separate wading pools all
year round. The pools are large and
shallow and can be enjoyed by the
whole family. Named in memory of
Amsha Meshulami who was killed in
Lebanon, the spring is very popular
and has a large parking area, shaded picnic tables and barbecue grills.

Second Temple period site near Nofim and Havot Ya’ir. Panoramic view
from the top of the site, with the coastal plain from Hadera to Gedera
visible to the west on a clear day. Homesh ridge is to the north, Mt.
Hresha is to the south, and the Itshar ridge and Ariel are to the east. This
site is surrounded by many Jewish communities: Ma’ele Shomron, Karne
Shomron, Imanuel, Yakir, Nofim, Havot Yair, Revava and Kiryat Netafim.
The broken pottery found here shows continuous habitation from
the Second Temple period until the Early Muslim period. The ruins of
the olive press have been dated to the Byzantine and Early Muslim
periods (5th-9th century CE). There are also remains of residential
neighborhoods.

35°16'

35°14'

MOUNT KABIR NATURE RESERVE
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Balcony
Lookout

The picture-perfect beauty of Dotan Valley in northern Shomron was
the stage for many fascinating events that changed the history of the
Jewish People, from the sale of Joseph to the battles during the Six Day
War. A visit to this area requires coordination with the IDF.

Horvat Shhada N/5

0

Old Oak

Tel Dotan and Bor Yosef E,F/9

Located near Amsha, this reserve has dozens of Atlantic pistacia trees
and a few olive trees around Maqam prayer site dedicated to Nabi Ismail
(Abraham’s son Ishmael). There is parking at the foot of Givat Ronen and
a brown sign directs visitors to the reserve. There is also a short hiking
trail from Ma’ayan Amsha to the reserve.

Above Avne Hefets. The first site in Shomron that offers a breathtaking
view of the coastal plain region to visitors driving from the Netanya area.
Accessible by car from the road through Avne Hefets.

70

MT. KABIR

South of the Barkan Industrial Zone. This site has many Second Temple
period tombs. The ancient name of this site is unknown, but the
findings show that the community was well-established and quite
wealthy. Many of the tombs are very elaborate, with columns, carved
reliefs and even a bench hewn out of the rock.

HaElot Reserve (Atlantic Pistacia) M,N/9,10

35°25'

32°13'

Khurkush Ruins P/5

This natural forest near Rehan and Shaked was planted by the British
during the Mandate period. It is not a declared nature reserve, but is
maintained by the JNF.

Avne Hefets Lookout J/4

35°24'

35°12'

One of the most important nature
reserves in Shomron, which has very
few forests. Located near Rehan and
Tal Menashe in northern Shomron.
Thanks to rocky slopes that are
difficult to farm and the distance
from surrounding villages, the dense
natural forest was saved from grazing sheep. Hikers must keep to the
marked trails. The reserve has two small seasonal pools, one of which is
near the forest ranger’s house. See enlarged map for further details.

Ya’ar Shaked C/6

This spring flows into a large wading
pool surrounded by shaded picnic
areas and overlooks the breathtaking
landscape. The site can be reached
by car via Yitshar.

En Kfir L/11,12

Hadar Lookout K/3

Lishkat Haparochet - Itamar M,N/11

Ma’ayan Moshe M/12

This is the northernmost tributary
of the Yarkon River. Its source is near
Aqraba, east of Itamar in eastern
Shomron and it flows through the
valley and under the main roads,
until it emerges onto the plain at
Jalgulya and flows into the Yarkon
River near Pardes Behariya. You can find water at various points along the
stream all year long. See enlarged map for further details.

On the Gidonim ridge above Itamar.
Built in memory of Matan Zagron, a
resident of Itamar. You can sit on one
of the benches or the swing to enjoy
the breathtaking view of the Jordan
Valley and the Jordanian mountains
to the east.

Educational mezuza and tefillin center. An
meaningful and exciting experience awaits
you here, where you can glimpse the world
of the tefillin scribe the way you’ve never
seen it before. 052-4349996, 04-8578510

A man-made spring at the entrance to
the Gidonim ridge, in the center of the
largest habitat of the rare flower that
gives this site its name. In the spring,
the beautiful blossoms attract tourists
from all over the world. There is a
large shallow pool, shaded areas and a gorgeous view. From here you can
continue along the ridge by car or to the Al-Orma Fortress on foot.

Nahal Kana N,O/1-11

Matan Lookout N/13

Kishrey Tefillin - Tal Menashe C/7

Garden of Bible Stories - Ariel P/7

Har Bracha Winery - Har Braha M/10

GUEST HOUSES

Ceramic studio. Group classes in using a potter’s wheel
and free form creation with clay. Small groups, work
at your own pace. Workshops for special events by
advance arrangement.
050-9364731

Large organic farm with chicken coops, dairy
goats, vineyards, lawns and a visitors center
where you can buy all the local produce:
wines, organic eggs and organic goat’s milk
products. Open throughout the day.
Entrance free. 02-9409310

On Givat Arnon (777 meters above sea level) in the Itamar
Range. The winery and adjacent vineyard use organic growing
and production processes. Beside an ancient wine press,
creating continuity of the ancient fine wine-making tradition
in Shomron. Purchases on site or by phone. 054-9911141

Café Tov – Kfar Tapu’ah O/9

Studio Nuritha - Barkan P/5

Givot Olam Farm - Itamar N/12

Arnon Winery - Itamar N/12

On the summit of Mt. Gerizim, facing
north toward Shechem and Yosef’s
Tomb, which gives this site its name.
A popular tourist site that is freely
accessible during daylight hours
and is the closest location in sight of
Yosef’s Tomb. The view also includes
Mt. Eval, Joshua’s altar and three of
Israel’s borders: the Mediterranean
Sea to the west, the Jordanian mountains to the east, and on clear days,
Mt. Hermon to the north. The site is surrounded by a guard rail and has
signposts and maps of the landscape.

Clay sculptures. Group classes for children
and adults in a warm, homey atmosphere.
Wonderful idea for birthdays and special
events. Adjacent Judaica and artwork store.
050-2575404

Guiding unique experience on- and off-road
tours throughout Yehuda and Shomron by
foot, in private cars or Land Rovers. The trails
are waiting for you.
054-9374479

WINERIES

Chill Out – Barkan P/5

Yosef Lookout L/10

Studio Miry - Barkan P/5

Shomron Jeep Tours

A pair of pampering family guest houses
for a pleasure vacation mid-week or on
weekends. Jacuzzi and outfitted kitchen.
Covered pool in summer recreation
complex. Meals can be ordered. Guided
tours of local tourist sites for additional
fee. 054-6277631

Falafel Kitov - Barkan P/5

Glass artwork, stained glass creations, fusing
and glass mosaics. Workshops and crafts
courses with advance arrangement.
054-4208063

Pool for couples and families.
054-5207196

Nof Shomron Guest House - Elon More K/11

On the southeast edge of Elon More. Built in 2007 and named after Ilan
Gabbai, who was killed in the Second Lebanon War in 2006. The view to
the northwest includes northern Shomron, Mt. Kabir ridge and the Jezre’el
Valley. An easy trail, lights for evening strolls, picnic tables and swinging
benches make this site a pure delight.

Located on the northeastern shoulder of the mountain. First discovered
on 6 April, 1980, during a systematic archeological survey by an
expedition headed by Prof. Adam Zertal, who identified the altar as the
one used by Joshua. Scattered all around the compound and the pile of
stones were potsherds that experts dated to the Israelite Period (12th
century BCE). The site was identified as having only one layer and its
location is exceptional. Entrance to the site requires coordination with
the IDF. See the trails table for further details.

Ya’ar Rehan Nature Reserve C/6

Ma’ayan Irus Hashomron
N/11

Ma’ayan Amsha M/10

Ilan Lookout K/12

Glass in Light Studio - Nofim N/5

Reshef Swimming Pool Har Brakha M/9

Wooden guest house with 20 beds,
overlooking magnificent view. Outfitted
kitchen, spacious dining room and living
room. Air conditioned. Suitable for groups.
055-2236770

Mor Coffee - Sha’are Tikva O/3

Jewelry gallery and store beside the artist’s
studio.
052-5795255

Separate adult and children’s pools,
lawns with comfortable chairs. Suitable for
the whole family.
054-2000327

Har Gidon Guest House - Itamar M,N/11

Hummus and other local delicacies. Rural
hospitality in Canaanite style
074-7015535

Ma’ayan Ayash - Yitshar N/9

Barkan Swimming Pool - Barkan P/5

A guest house inside a flower nursery.
Suitable for couples and families. Private,
covered heated pool, Jacuzzi, barbecue
grill, hammocks, ping-pong table,
barbecue pit and more. Lush landscape
and quiet, intimate atmosphere.
052-4734738, 052-8270878

The summit of this mountain (745
meters above sea level) to the
northeast of Shechem and on the
southern edge of Wadi Far’a (Nahal
Tirtsa) offers a breathtaking view of
many biblical sites such as the Yabok
Crossing, Tirtsa Valley, Mt. Gerizim
and Mt. Eval. Lush greenery all
around, from large ancient oak trees
to tiny alkanet flowers. The summit is also the site of the tomb of Sheikh
Bilal. Access is via Elon More. See enlarged map for further details.

Off-road tours of the Shomron lowland hills.
055-9977664

Ceramics housewares and Judaica, inspired
by the beauty of the Shomron Mountains.
Unique gifts, workshops and activities
for families and groups by advance
arrangement. 052-2515134, 052-3445019
Bikelife - Motorcycle Tours in Israel
Guided tours of Shomron for tourists and
Israelis. Bikes also available for rental for
independent touring.
050-8289545

Ela & Alon Log Cabins Havot Ya’ir N/5
Beautiful cabins with a breathtaking view.
Suitable for couples and families. Pool.
Privacy guaranteed. Delicious breakfast by
advance order.
052-8237290, 052-3985950

Har Kabir (Mt. Kabir) K/11

Ma’oz Explore the Holy Land Sha’are Tikva O/3

Mud on the Mountain Pottery Gift
Shop - Hill 851, Itamar N/11,12

Air-conditioned rooms in a pastoral
atmosphere, with lawns, children’s play
areas, rich menu, separate swimming (in
summer). 09-8841539

Emma Culinary House - Barkan P/5

Creations by local artists. Beside a carpentry
shop for workshops and arts and crafts
projects. The gallery displays wooden Judaica
and utilitarian art from unique natural
wood. Also for sale are honey, beeswax candles and creams made of hive
products and medicinal herbs.
050-2648503

Irit Galmor - Jewelry, Judaica and
Gifts - Revava O/6

Shomron Tour and Study Center
Guest House - Shave Shomron J/7

This exceptional lookout west of
Peduel offers a view of the inland
plain and the coastline, from Ashdod
in the south to Hadera in the north
on regular days, and from the
skylines of Ashkelon to Haifa on
really clear days. The skyscrapers of
the entire Dan region and the blue
of the Mediterranean Sea are also an
amazing sight. There is an easy access trail to the lookout, telescopes and a
shaded area for more comfortable viewing. A marked trail from there leads
to Deir Qala. See enlarged map for further details.

Kaduri Art Gallery Havat Emek Dotan E/7

300-meter zip line over Nahal Kana.
Amazing view.
Highly recommended
052-4653972

Eshel Hashomron Hotel – Ariel P/7

Israel’s Balcony (Israel Lookout) O/3

0

The Jewish Shepherd’s Tent Kfar Tapuah O/9

Mt. Eval Altar K/10

FOREST AND NATURE RESERVES

SPRINGS AND STREAMS

30

Warm, welcoming café. Designed for both
local residents and visitors to this area.
Tasty menu. Adjacent to second-hand
boutique. 02-6284017

A mini-safari of Israeli wildlife. A fenced-off area
at the edge of Yakir, where animals roam freely or
in enclosures. Here you can meet ibexes, spotted
deeres, monkeys, porcupines, ferrets, hares, various
types of birds, goats and more. Beside the enclosures
are roofed feeding corners, classrooms, a petting
corner and shaded picnic tables, barbecue grill and
taboon oven for making pita bread. 09-7923277

0

My Sister (Achoti)- near Shomron IDF
regional base M/10

LOOKOUTS

Hai Bar Wildlife Park - Yakir N/5

A very partial list Lookouts

60

Pampering guest house with charming
Shomron view.
Two bedrooms and large balcony.
Suitable for up to six persons.
054-6247323 / 054-5465188

0

ATTRACTIONS

The Orange Hut - Rehelim P/9
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CAFÉS AND RESTAURANTS

SCENIC SITES IN SHOMRON

